This short paper gives solution algorithm of obtaining an optimal sequence to give minimum total elapsed time in a 'n·job, 2-machine' flow-shop scheduling problem in which jobs involve Arbitrary Time Lags (Le. Start Lags and Stop Lags) and Transportation Times. All the times (processing Times, Arbitrary Lags, and Transportation times) are given prior and are of deterministic; nature.
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(E.) is the minimum time which must elapse between completing job i on machine ~ A and completing it on second machine B. The lag times may be smaller than the respective processing times.
Transportation time (t.) as defined by Maggu and Das [5] is the minimum . ~ time which must elapse after completion of job i on the first machine A and then starting it on the second machine B. The physical situation corresponding to the problem mathematically can be modelled as follows.:
(i) The manufacturing system i.e. flow-shop consists of two different machines A and B installed at distant places which are ordered as AB according to the order of production stage. Let every machine remain continuously available with the subject that it can process only one job at a time.
(ii) Every job is completed through the same production stage that A ~ B. 
~
The question before us is to find an optimal rule to minimize the performance measure as total elapsed-time for the above stated 'n-job, 2-machine' flow-shop scheduling problem.
The Optimal Algorithm
The optimal algorithm is decomposed into following steps.
Step 1: Let t~ denote the effective transportation time, defined by
Step 2: Let G and H be two fictitious machines having respective processing times for job i as Giand Hi' where G i and Hi are defined by G.
A.+t~ 
Continuing in this way, one can easily get:
and from (6) as shown below.
We proceed to calculate values of Yi+1 Band Yi+1 B
Similarly, we have
Y1-1
Now by comparing S and S' , we can e.!lsily have:
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Now using the corresponding values in (9) , we have
or, we have in order to yield (9) • max ( Y i -1
Now deduct Y i -1 
